
ISFJ: KOALA BEAR  
BUZZWORDS: Practical, modest & caring 
Koala bears are popular & warm animals.  
Koalas like the safety of their eucalyptus trees; ISFJS like 
the security & safety of their families, being loyal & caring 
to those around them.  Koalas have strong muscles 
around their pouch to protect their young; ISFJs can also 
be strong and determined to protect what they believe in. 

Famous Koala Bears: 
Marge Simpson (loyal homemaker from The Simpsons), 
Mother Teresa (helped the poor in Calcutta), Will Young 
(surprise Pop Idol winner).  
 

David Beckham is a famous footballer and former 
England captain who is naturally talented but is also 
prepared to practise long hours to be the best footballer 
he can be.  Quiet, friendly, down-to-earth, organised, 
determined, reliable, caring and hardworking..   

Strengths 

 Can work quietly and steadily on something until it is finished. 

 Like using skills we’ve already learned. 

 Good at planning how long a task will take. 

 Patient with people & details. 

 Can be aware of other people’s beliefs, values & strengths. 

 Good at bringing up relevant facts. 

 Popular team members but rarely push their views forward. 

 Can follow plans and decide quickly. 

Preferred learning style 
 They like quiet for concentration and to work alone. 

 They like to know ‘why?’ and ‘what for?’ before doing. 

  They like to be praised & encouraged. 

 They like structure, procedures & finishing times to be clear. 

Revision tips 

 They’re generally very good at revising, but take breaks now 
and again. 

 Check with your tutors that your schedule is okay. 
 

Degree course ideas 

  medical therapies (speech/occupational/[physiotherapy), nursing 
 business studies, library/information, law 
 primary-school teaching, science 

When they’re pointing in a positive direction 

 They use their experience to explore problems. 
 They solve problems in a practical way. 
 They are careful, sensible, honest and determined. 
 They learn from their mistakes, have fun. 

When they’re pointing in a negative direction 

 They can imagine the worst is going to happen. 

 They jump to the wrong conclusions. 

To reduce stress 
Can sometimes be too nice?  Stick up for yourself! 

As a teenager 
o They can be seen as kind & quiet & are popular because 

they’re sensitive to others’ needs. 
o They’re realistic, down to earth & respect tradition & authority. 
o They probably undersell their achievements & can be 

overlooked. 
o They could let go a little more & have fun. 

In an argument 
 Would rather go away and think things through. 
 Keep quiet until things build up so much that they explode. 
 Argue specific facts. 
 Focus on details. 
 Personalise everything. 
 Sometimes give in just to keep the peace. 
 Jump to conclusions quickly. 
 Oversimplify issues. 

As a boyfriend/girlfriend 
o They’re usually loyal, loving & reliable. 
o They go out of their way to support their partner. 
o Sometimes they can be too nice for their own good. 

In a parent/child relationship (note: parent/child can be 

substituted for other relationships, eg friendships, marriages & working relationships) 

Parent: 
o Tend to like setting rules and expect things to be done their way.   
o Value traditions, family roles and explaining right and wrong 

through ‘should’, ‘dos’ and ‘don’ts’.   
o Tend to remove ‘treats’ as punishment. 
Child: 
o Like to know what the rules are & be shown how to do things.   
o Generally, like to help.   
o Value safety. 
o Respond well to praise when completing tasks ‘properly’. 

Buying a present for a Koala Bear? 
o An album with photos of all the people they know with positive 

comments written by close friends & family 

How to avoid an argument 
 Allow people to talk through their ideas and don’t assume 

their ideas are rubbish because they’re thinking out loud. 
 Don’t dismiss new ideas straight away. 
 Let others dream and fantasise. 
 Don’t take everything personally. 
 Don’t be afraid of disagreement – sometimes it’s healthy. 
 Consider all of the options before deciding. 
 Remember doing things the same way is not always best. 
Preferred job roles & themes 
inspector / protector / organiser /  provider /  carer 
 Jobs in which they can use their organisational skills without 

fuss & fanfare. Like to learn how to do a job & then do it well. 
 business administration, public sector, library/information work 
 health service, caring, dental work, fire/ambulance services 
 financial services, electrician, hairdressing/beauty 

Jobs that don’t require loads of qualifications 
care worker / call-centre worker / stagehand /  office worker / 
cleaner / sports massage /  waiter/waitress / retail assistant / 
teaching assistant / childcare worker 

 


